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[1] B‐type asteroids have a negative slope from ∼0.5 to ∼1.1 mm and beyond. What
causes this? Visible to near‐infrared reflectance spectra (0.4–2.5 mm) are assembled for 22
B‐type asteroids. The spectra fall naturally into three groups: (1) those with negative (blue)
spectral shapes like 2 Pallas (7 objects), (2) those with concave curve shapes like 24
Themis (11 objects), and (3) everything else (4 objects). The asteroid spectra are compared
to mineral and meteorite spectra from the Reflectance Experiment Laboratory library of
15,000 samples, in a least squares search for particulate analogs, constrained by spectral
brightness. The Pallas group objects show a trend of analogs from the CV, CO, and CK
meteorite groups. Only three of the seven Pallas‐like objects are determined to be
dynamically related (2, 1508, and 6411). The Themis group objects show a trend of
analogs from the CI, CM, CR, CI‐Unusual, and CM‐Unusual meteorites (as expected from
the work of Hiroi et al. (1996)). Seven of the 11 Themis‐like objects are dynamically
related (24, 62, 222, 316, 379, 383, and 431). Allowing for reasonable uncertainties in
the spectral matches, we find no need to invoke mineralogies that do not exist in the
meteorite collection to explain B‐type spectra or their negative slopes. Our Themis group
results are as expected and are consistent with previous work, but our Pallas group results
are new and, in some cases, in conflict with previous work.

Citation: Clark, B. E., et al. (2010), Spectroscopy of B‐type asteroids: Subgroups and meteorite analogs, J. Geophys. Res., 115,
E06005, doi:10.1029/2009JE003478.

1. Introduction

[2] In this study, we assemble, coordinate, and analyze
visible and near‐infraredwavelength spectral data of 22B‐type
asteroids. By “B‐type,” we mean any asteroid that has ever

been designated B or F in any of the commonly used taxo-
nomies [Tholen, 1984; Bus and Binzel, 2002a, 2002b; Bus et
al., 2008;DeMeo et al., 2009]. There are 116 such objects, so
this collection of 22 represents 19% of known B types.
[3] Thirteen objects are newly observed and are presented

in this work, while nine objects have been assembled from
the previously published literature [Bell et al., 1988;
Shepard et al., 2008; DeMeo et al., 2009]. Most targets were
taxonomically designated based on visible wavelength
spectral observations [Tholen, 1984; Bus and Binzel, 2002a,
2002b], and some were taxonomically designated based on
near‐infrared wavelength spectral observations [DeMeo et
al., 2009]. B types are generally low‐albedo asteroids
(average around 7%), and their visible spectra have rela-
tively flat, smooth characteristics, with weak/minor 1 mm
absorptions attributed to iron‐bearing silicates and gentle
UV dropoffs [Tholen, 1984; Bus and Binzel, 2002b]. While
B and F are distinct classes in the Tholen taxonomy [Tholen,
1984], more recent taxonomies merge the two into the B
class because of differences in wavelength coverage. Tholen
F types have UV absorption that differs from Tholen B
types; however, the Bus taxonomy does not resolve these
UV features [Bus and Binzel, 2002a, 2002b; DeMeo et al.,
2009].
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[4] A major goal of the present work is to see whether
compositional analysis with recently obtained high‐resolu-
tion visible‐near‐infrared spectra can improve on previously
published findings (now about 14 years old) based on
lower‐resolution observations [e.g., Hiroi et al., 1996]. Of
curious importance is the nature and cause of the negative
slope (from ∼0.5 to ∼1.1 mm) that characterizes B‐type as-
teroids.

2. Background

[5] While the Bus and Binzel [2002b] visible wavelength
taxonomy is consistent with that of Tholen [1984] for most
of the major classes, there are differences in the details of
minor asteroid classes. We note that Tholen’s wavelength
range (0.3–1.1) was longer than Bus and Binzel’s (0.4–0.9),
but the spectral resolution of Bus and Binzel’s (187 chan-
nels) was higher than Tholen’s (8 channels). In his taxon-
omy, Tholen [1984] described B, C, F, and G classes, using
a combination of spectrum shape and albedo information. In
their taxonomy, Bus and Binzel used only spectral shape (no
albedo information), and they merged Tholen’s B, C, F, and
G classes, creating new classes B, Ch, Cg, Cb, and Cgh (see
Bus and Binzel [2002b] or Rivkin et al. [2002] for a visual
explanation of the class distinctions).
[6] Although B types exist in each of the currently used

asteroid taxonomies (Tholen, Bus, and Bus‐DeMeo), they
are not as common as S types or C types among main belt or
near‐Earth asteroids. Their generally negative (blue) slopes
are fairly unique and must be a strong constraint on their
compositional properties. Only 4 B objects, of 371 objects
(1%), are described in the recent paper presenting the Bus‐
DeMeo taxonomy [DeMeo et al., 2009]. The Tholen tax-
onomy describes 7 B types (plus 11 B‐ambiguous and about
50 F and F‐ambiguous) of a total of 589 objects (12%), and
the Bus‐Binzel taxonomy describes 63 B types of 1190
objects (5%) [Bus and Binzel, 2002b]. There is considerable
overlap among surveys; however, these numbers suggest
that B types are more commonly found when only the vis-
ible wavelengths are observed.
[7] What is known about the composition of B‐type as-

teroids? Tellingly, they do not show up as a source of me-
teorites on the summary chart by Burbine et al. [2002]. The
blue slope of 2 Pallas was well known, but there is no
obvious meteorite match in the published compendium of
meteorite spectra by Gaffey [1976] (although the CV3
chondrite Grosnaja is the best candidate), and B types are
missing from the summary chart by Gaffey et al. [2002].
Also, only one B type (2 Pallas) had been observed at 3 mm
at the time of publication of the summary chart by Rivkin et
al. [2002]. The fact that a hydration band was detected on
Pallas was noted by these authors, with the footnote that
Pallas may not be representative of the B class.
[8] Other low‐albedo asteroid classes, such as the C types,

have been generally linked with carbonaceous chondrite
meteorites [Burbine et al., 2002], and the B, C, G, and F
asteroids have been proposed as comprising an alteration
sequence [Bell et al., 1989; Vilas, 1994]. Rivkin et al. [2002]
reviewed the evidence in support of this idea, but conclu-
sions are difficult because of small‐number statistics. Note
that fewer recent papers utilized Tholen’s taxonomy exclu-
sively and referred to the B, G, and F types as “subclasses”

of the C types [e.g., Vilas et al., 1994; Tholen and Barucci,
1989].
[9] Vilas and Gaffey [1989], Vilas [1994], and Vilas and

Sykes [1996] discussed the evidence that low‐albedo aster-
oid surfaces have experienced heating with maximum tem-
peratures high enough to mobilize water but not high
enough to cause melting and recrystallization of the rocks.
These studies were not specific to B types; however, they
are highly relevant to low‐albedo objects in general. Vilas
[1994] showed that 6 of 18 Tholen B‐type spectra tested
positive for a spectral feature at 0.7 mm. Vilas and Gaffey
[1989] and Vilas et al. [1994] compared low‐albedo aster-
oids to CI1 and CM2 carbonaceous chondrites, discussing
analogs in the context of visible wavelength spectra.
[10] Hiroi et al. [1993, 1996] investigated the composition

of the B, C, G, and F asteroids in more detail. These workers
merged three wavelength regions of spectra of each of six
asteroids in the Tholen B, C, G, and F classes that had been
observed in the 8‐color survey [Zellner et al., 1985], the 52‐
color survey [Bell et al., 1988], and the 3 mm region [Jones
et al., 1990; Feierberg et al., 1985]. These extended spectra
were then compared to meteorite spectra measured at the
NASA Reflectance Experiment Laboratory (RELAB)
facility at comparable wavelength coverage [Hiroi et al.,
1996]. Hiroi et al. [1996] found a good correlation between
the spectral properties of the asteroids and CI, CM, CR, and
CI/CM‐Unusual chondrites. Using parameters that measured
UV absorption, 0.7 mm absorption, and 3.0 mm absorption,
these workers also found a good correlation between the
asteroids and experimentally heated samples of the CM
chondrite Murchison. The heated samples were grouped
according to the state of phyllosilicates, where group 1
samples (heated to less than 400°C) were phyllosilicate rich,
group 2 samples (heated to 400–600°C) showed phyllosili-
cates transforming to anhydrous silicates, and group 3
samples (heated to greater than 600°C) had become fully
anhydrous. Similarities between the asteroids and the
experimentally heated samples suggests that the B‐, C‐, G‐,
and F‐type asteroids may have experienced various degrees
of heating and/or thermal metamorphism of their surface
materials. Although very convincing matches for C types
and G types are shown in the paper by Hiroi et al. [1996],
there is no direct comparison between 2 Pallas (the only B
type used) and meteorite spectra.
[11] Licandro et al. [2007] presented 0.34–2.4 mm spectra

of (Bus) B‐type 3200 Phaethon and suggested composi-
tional similarities with aqueously altered CI/CM meteorites
and phyllosilicates such as montmorillonite and antigorite.
Their results indicate that Phaethon is likely to be an
“activated asteroid,” similar to the “main belt comets”
[Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006].
[12] Recently, Rivkin and Emery [2008] presented 2.2–4.0

mm spectra of (Bus) B‐type 24 Themis, showing evidence
for water ice frost on an asteroid surface (this detection has
been independently confirmed and found to be rotationally
invariant by Campins et al. [2009]). Assuming a linear mix,
Rivkin and Emery [2008] suggested that the implied surface
area of the ice is up to 5%, a surprisingly large amount
compared to comets. This detection presents a new problem
in asteroid science: since water ice is not stable on the
surface of 24 Themis over the age of the solar system, where
does it come from? What does this imply about the interior
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of this asteroid? And why does 24 Themis not show com-
etary activity? We do not address these questions in the
present work. We merely state them to indicate the pon-
derable nature of the Themis.
[13] Eponymous asteroid 24 Themis is also of great

interest because of its membership in the Themis family.
Themis family members are thought to be fragments of the
largest known catastrophic collision in the asteroid belt.
Several hundreds of Themis family members are known,
and there may yet be more to be discovered. Of the known
116 B‐type asteroids, 16 (i.e., 14%) are Themis family
members [Mothé‐Diniz et al., 2005]. The parent body of the
Themis family is calculated to have been ∼450 km in
diameter, comparable to Vesta [Marzari et al., 1995]. The
parent body was also probably water rich, so that Themis
fragments such as 133P/(7968) Elst‐Pizzaro show cometary
activity when near their perihelion. Nesvorny et al. [2005]
found visible‐wavelength color trends between young and
old asteroid families, using a disruption age for the Themis
family of 2.5 Gy. Ziffer et al. [2008] have been targeting
families with different disruption ages as a way of testing
the relationship between the color of a primitive asteroid
surface and its exposure age. So far, Ziffer et al. [2008] find
that either (1) space weathering of primitive surfaces ap-
pears to make them “redder” in the near‐infrared and less
red in the visible or (2) the families examined so far began
with distinctly different lithologies, and the relevance of
color to space weathering is not so clear.
[14] Recovering a carbon‐rich ureilite meteorite (ureilites

are differentiated achondrite meteorites containing mostly
olivine, pyroxene, and graphite, thought to come from
S‐type asteroids [Gaffey et al., 1993]) after watching its
approach to Earth as asteroid 2008 TC3, Jenniskens et al.
[2009] showed excellent agreement between the telescopic
spectrum of the asteroid and subsequent laboratory spec-
troscopic measurement of the meteorite. This finding could
indicate the following: (1) low‐albedo featureless spectra are
ambiguous (based on visible spectral properties alone, 2008
TC3 might be interpreted to be a primitive chondritic
object!), and (2) low‐albedo materials may not be strongly
altered by space‐weathering processes [e.g., Clark et al.,
2002].
[15] Focusing on C‐type asteroids, Ostrowski et al. [2009]

reexamined the suggestion by Hiroi et al. [1996] of heated
phyllosilicates as an analog material for low‐albedo aster-
oids. In some recent experiments, Ostrowski et al. [2009]

have heated samples of common phyllosilicates, such as
kaolinite, serpentinite, nontronite, montmorillonite, and
chlorite, to various temperatures between 100°C and 1100°C.
They describe the temperature at which phyllosilicates
lose their chemically bound water (700°C). Measuring the
resulting changes in the spectral continuum of these samples,
Ostrowski et al. [2009] compared them with C types, con-
firming and extending the findings ofHiroi et al. [1996]. This
work suggests that CMmeteorites and many C‐type asteroids
have mineralogies similar to heated montmorillonite and
kaolinite.
[16] In summary, the literature suggests that B‐type as-

teroids may be composed of low‐albedo, carbonaceous, and
hydrated minerals (e.g., montmorillonite) such as are found
in CM and/or CI chondrites. Some B types may have also
experienced some heating and/or thermal metamorphism, as
has happened to the Unusual CI and CM meteorites [Hiroi
et al., 1993, 1996]. Previous results suggest that spectro-
scopically mixing mineral end‐members to simulate carbo-
naceous chondrites and/or low‐albedo asteroids may be
complicated by the additional free parameter of the thermal
history of end‐member minerals. The 2008 TC3 ureilite also
indicates that some low‐albedo materials may not require
space‐weathering alteration to match their asteroid parent
body spectra, particularly for non‐main‐belt objects. It fol-
lows that compositional studies of low‐albedo asteroids, for
the time being, are perhaps best constrained by meteorites
existing in our Earthly collections.

3. Observations

[17] New observations were conducted at the Mauna Kea
Observatory 3.0 m NASA Infrared Telescope Facility in
Hawaii (see Table 1). We used the SpeX instrument,
equipped with a cooled grating and an InSb array (1024 ×
1024) spectrograph at wavelengths from 0.82 to 2.49 mm
[Rayner et al., 2003]. Spectra were recorded with a slit
oriented in the north‐south direction and opened to 0.8 × 15
arcseconds. A dichroic lens reducing the signal below 0.8 mm
was used for all observations. Objects were consistently
observed near the meridian to minimize air mass, but total
integration time varied from 20 min to 2 h, depending on the
strength of the signal relative to sky lines.
[18] Following normal data reduction procedures of flat‐

fielding, sky subtraction, spectrum extraction, and wave-
length calibration, each spectrum was fitted with an

Table 1. Observational Circumstances

Object Number Name UT Date Start (hh:mm) Texp (s) Air Mass Solar Analog

62 Erato 2008_07_15 09:01 300 1.10 Land 112–1333, Land 115–271
213 Lilaea 2008_03_11 10:42 100 1.01 Land 102–1081, Land 105–56
229 Adelinda 2008_09_25 06:28 720 1.31 Land 112–1333, Land 113–276, Land 115–271
261 Prymnoa 2005_02_10 07:03 400 1.00 17 Hardorp (HD) stars
335 Roberta 2008_03_11 15:21 120 1.21 Land 102–1081, Land 105–56
379 Huenna 2008_07_15 09:50 240 1.36 Land 112–1333, Land 115–271
383 Janina 2008_09_25 07:16 720 1.30 Land 112–1333, Land 113–276 Land 115–271
419 Aurelia 2008_03_11 11:45 200 1.12 Land 102–1081, Land 105–56
426 Hippo 2008_03_12 09:08 340 1.15 64–Hyades, Land 97–249, Land 102–1081, Land 105–56,
505 Cava 2008_07_15 13:19 270 1.30 Land 112–1333, Land 115–271

aThe spectrum of asteroid 261 Prymno was donated by Thais Mothé‐Diniz and is included in the work of Clark et al. [2009].
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atmospheric transmission (ATRAN) model for telluric
absorption features [Lord, 1992; Bus et al., 2003; Sunshine et
al., 2004]. This procedure required an initial estimate of
precipitable water in the atmospheric optical path using the
zenith angle for the observation and the known t values
(average atmospheric water) for Mauna Kea. This initial
guess was iterated until the best fit between predicted and
observed telluric band shapes was obtained and an atmo-
spheric model spectrum was generated [Bus et al., 2003].
Following this, each asteroid spectrum was divided by the
atmospheric model and ratioed to each star spectrum, simi-
larly reduced, before normalization at 1.2 mm. The software
and procedures used for data reduction are neatly described
by DeMeo et al. [2009].
[19] The final spectra we report are averages of three to

five asteroid/star ratios, calculated to minimize variations
caused by standard star and sky variability. Usually, two to
five different standard stars were observed on any given
night at the telescope (Table 1). We used only “solar”
standard stars, and each standard star was observed one to
three times per night across different air masses.
[20] To maximize our compositional analysis, we assem-

bled additional B‐type asteroids from the literature. Table 2
gives a summary of the assembled asteroid data. Several
objects are worth special mention. The 2100 Ra Shalom
asteroid was heavily observed across multiple wavelengths
and was determined to be most closely linked with CV
meteorites by Shepard et al. [2008]. We include it here
because the Bus‐DeMeo online taxonomy calculator assigns
a B‐type designation. Although 3200 Phaethon has been

observed by Licandro et al. [2007], the spectrum reported
here comes from DeMeo et al. [2009].

4. Results

[21] Figures 1–3 present our target spectra. Where possi-
ble, visible wavelength data from the Small Main Belt
Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey, Eight Color Asteroid Sur-
vey (ECAS), 24‐color asteroid survey, or S3OS2 survey are
spliced to the near‐infrared spectra and displayed normal-
ized to 1.0 at 0.55 mm [Bus and Binzel, 2002b; Zellner et al.,
1985; Chapman and Gaffey, 1979, Lazzaro et al., 2004,
respectively]. To splice the data, we used the flux‐normalized
visible wavelength spectrum as the basis and applied a multi-
plicative scale factor to the infrared data until we found the
best fit in the overlap wavelengths. If there is no continuity in
the overlap region (e.g., asteroid 379 Huenna), then we use
the center of the overlapping wavelengths as the tack point.
We do not smooth, bin, or truncate any data.
[22] We measured and recorded relative brightnesses,

absorption band depths and centers, and continuum slopes
of the combined spectra (Table 2). The meteorite absolute
reflectance at 0.55 mm is assumed to be roughly comparable
to asteroidal geometric albedo. Although the numbers are
obtained through different methods, they both measure rel-
ative brightness and have the same possible range of 0–1.0.
We consider both measurements to be indicative of the
overall spectral “brightness” of the compositional material.
Clark et al. [2001, 2002] and Fanale et al. [1992] discussed
the strength and viability of this assumption, especially in

Table 2. Asteroids Considered in This Studya

Name
Tholen
Class

Bus
Class

Bus‐DeMeo
Class pv

IR
Data Source a (AU) Family

Diameter
(km) VIS NIR1 NIR2 BC BD

2 Pallas B B B 0.16 Bus 2.77 2 532 −0.01 −0.17 −0.05 1.28 0.05
24 Themis C B C 0.07 Ziffer 3.13 24 198 −0.10 0.02 0.17 1.26 0.08
62 Erato BU Ch B 0.06 Clark 3.12 24 95.4 −0.22 0.01 0.08 1.21 0.08
213 Lilaea F B B 0.09 Clark 2.75 83.0 −0.09 −0.11 −0.04 1.50 0.03
222 Lucia BU ‐ ‐ ‐ Ziffer 24 ‐ ‐ −0.05 0.08 ‐ ‐
229 Adelinda BCU X 0.05 Clark 3.42 93.2 0.01 0.32 0.36 0.86 0.05
261 Prymno B X X 0.11 Clark 2.33 50.9 0.28 0.30 0.13 0.91 0.02
316 Goberta ‐ Ziffer 24 ‐ −0.04 −0.04 0.05 1.55 0.03
335 Roberta FP B C 0.06 Clark 2.47 89.1 −0.04 0.04 0.09 1.17 0.05
379 Huenna B C ‐ 0.06 Clark 3.13 24 92.3 −0.09 0.18 0.22 1.09 0.06
383 Janina B B C 0.09 Clark 3.15 24 45.5 −0.24 0.05 0.04 1.08 0.07
419 Aurelia F ‐ C 0.05 Clark 2.59 129 0.06 0.01 0.13 1.26 0.04
426 Hippo F ‐ B 0.05 Clark 2.89 127.1 0.05 −0.25 −0.03 1.73 0.08
431 Nephele B B C 0.06 Ziffer 3.14 24 95.0 −0.11 0.09 0.22 1.18 0.09
505 Cava FC ‐ Xk 0.04 Clark 2.69 115 0.38 0.20 0.19 0.95 0.07
554 Peraga FC Ch Ch 0.05 Bell 2.37 95.9 0.12 0.09 −0.02 1.16 0.03
704 Interamnia F B C 0.07 Bell 3.06 316.6 −0.15 −0.04 0.18 1.35 0.13
762 Pulcova F 0.05 Bell 3.15 137.1 0.01 −0.07 0.13 1.59 0.05
1508 Kemi BCF C B ‐ Binzel 2.77 2 ‐ 0.04 −0.06 −0.01 1.22 0.04
2100 RaShalom 1 C Xc B 0.0600.06 Shepard 0.08 3.4 0.35 0.02 −0.03 1.04 0.03
2100 RaShalom 2 C Xc B 0.06 Shepard 0.08 3.4 0.18 −0.04 −0.07 0.97 0.03
3200 Phaethon F B B 0.11 Binzel 0.89 1.27 −0.42 −0.19 −0.04 1.29 0.15
6411 Tamaga ‐ ‐ BBBB ‐ Binzel 2.76 2 ‐ −0.04 −0.14 −0.10 ‐ ‐

aThe infrared (IR) spectra of asteroids 2, 1508, 3200, and 6411 were published by DeMeo et al. [2009]. The infrared spectra of asteroids 261, 379, 213,
335, 419, 426, and 505 were published by Clark et al. [2009]. Visible (VIS) and infrared spectra of the two longitudes of 2100 were published by Shepard
et al. [2008]. Visible wavelength spectra of 316 and 762 were obtained from S3OS2 [Lazzaro et al., 2004]. Visible wavelength spectra of 419 are from
Lazzarin et al. [2001]; all other visible spectra are from the Small Main Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey [Bus and Binzel, 2002a], the 24‐color survey
[Chapman and Gaffey, 1979], or the 8‐color survey [Zellner et al., 1985]. Diameters, heliocentric distances (a), and geometric albedos (pv) are from the
JPL Horizons online database (ssd.jpl.nasa.gov). Family membership is according to the dynamical research conducted for this study (D. Nesvorny). See
text for descriptions of BC, BD, VIS, NIR1, and NIR2. Errors in band measurements are not reported here, for simplicity, but are available upon request.
See the study of Ockert‐Bell et al. [2008] for a discussion of errors. AU, arbitrary units.
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the context of disk‐resolved observations of an asteroid
regolith.
[23] Band center positions were measured after continuum

removal to the center of a third‐, fourth‐, or fifth‐order
polynomial fit to the band. Band depths are measured as
percentage depths from the continuum to the band center
(unitless). Our technique for estimating the uncertainties in
our band parameters was outlined by Ockert‐Bell et al.
[2008] and Clark et al. [2009]. We measure only the
broad absorption band centered near ∼1.1–1.3 mm. Also
visible in our spectra are two other basic features: (1) a UV
absorption below ∼0.5 mm, and (2) a 0.7 mm absorption. The
absorption below 0.5 mm is attributed to a ferric oxide
intervalence charge transfer transition and is composed of
multiple absorptions in the blue/UV spectral region. This
feature is common to all iron‐silicate materials. We do not
resolve the shorter wavelength end of this band. The
absorption band at 0.7 mm has been attributed to oxidized

iron (Fe2+ to >Fe3+) in phyllosilicate minerals [Vilas and
Gaffey, 1989; Hiroi et al., 1996]. This band occurs in labo-
ratory spectra of phyllosilicate‐bearing materials, is inde-
pendent of the particle size of a sample, and has been detected
at the level of about 5% in asteroid spectra.
[24] We made several measurements to quantify the var-

iation in the data. The continuum slope was measured as rise
over run of the least squares linear fit to the data (change in
normalized reflectance divided by change in wavelength;
units are in mm−1). The continuum slope was measured for
four wavelength regions; visible was from 0.5 to 0.8 mm,
near‐infrared (NIR1) was from 0.9 to 1.4 mm, and near‐
infrared (NIR2) was from 1.5 to 2.4 mm. The slopes in these
three spectral regions capture the shape of the spectra rea-
sonably well.
[25] We find that we can divide the spectra into three

broad groups based on the behavior of the long‐wavelength
end of the near‐infrared spectra, or NIR2.

Figure 1. Pallas group. Each asteroid is shown relative to its own normalized reflectance at 0.55 mmicrons.
Next to the name are the taxonomic designations of the asteroid in three different systems as follows:
Tholen‐Bus‐BusDeMeo. Note that Pallas is the only asteroid that retained the B class designation through
all taxonomic systems (for most systems, it defined the B type). Visible wavelength data are from the Small
Main Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey 2 [Bus and Binzel, 2002a] (small circles), 24‐color survey
[Chapman and Gaffey, 1979] (small squares), and 8‐color survey [Zellner et al., 1985] (very small squares).
Visible wavelength data of asteroid 316 are from S3OS2 [Lazzaro et al., 2004], and visible data of asteroids
419 and 762 are fromM. Lazzarin et al. [2001]. Infrared wavelength data (crossed stars) are assembled for
this paper, and their sources are listed in Table 2.
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[26] Figure 1 presents all asteroids with negative slopes
from the peak in the visible wavelengths (∼0.6–0.7 mm) to the
long‐wavelength end of the survey (∼2.5 mm). These objects
are all identified as B types according to the Bus‐DeMeo
decision tree from DeMeo et al. [2009] via the online taxo-
nomic calculator (http://smass.mit.edu/busdemeoclass.html).
We call this the Pallas group.
[27] Figure 2 presents asteroids with what appear to be

very broad absorption bands centered variously from 1.1 to
∼1.3 mm. These objects were mostly identified as C types in
the online Bus‐DeMeo taxonomic classification utility. We
call this the Themis group. Broad absorption bands near
1.1–1.3 mm have been found in other asteroids, notably
1 Ceres, 52 Europa, and 85 Io [see DeMeo et al., 2009].
[28] Figure 3 presents all asteroids that did not fall into the

first or second groups above. We call this the Other group.

4.1. Analog Search

[29] To constrain the possible mineralogies of our aster-
oids, we conducted a search for meteorite and/or mineral
spectral matches. We used the publicly available RELAB
spectrum library [Pieters, 1983], which consisted of nearly
15,000 spectra in November 2008. For each spectrum in the
library, a filter was applied to find relevant wavelengths

(0.4–2.5 mm). Then, a second filter was applied to reject
spectra with irrelevant albedo values (brightness at 0.55 mm).
This process produced a list of approximately 4000 RELAB
spectra of appropriate brightness and wavelength coverage
for comparison to the asteroid. RELAB spectra were nor-
malized to 1.0 at 0.55 mm, and a c2 value was calculated
relative to the normalized input asteroid spectrum. The list
was sorted according toc2 and visually examined for dynamic
weighting of spectral features by the spectroscopist. Given
similar c2 values, a match that mimicked spectral features
was preferred over a match that did not. We visually exam-
ined the top ∼200 c2 matches for each asteroid (or until the
c2 increased beyond an acceptable range, usually around
30% of the lowest value). After selection of the top analogs
based on quality of fit, a third filter was applied to reject
nonparticulate samples. No specific grain‐size sampling was
applied, but most meteorite matches found by this method
tended to have grain sizes less than 125 mm.
[30] We tested a variety of methods to deal with the fact

that a material’s albedo dominates its spectral properties. We
tried a grid search over the c2 results in albedo increments
of 0.01 (too much human intervention); we tried fixing the
albedo at the upper, middle, and lower ends of an absolute
range of 10% (missed too many spectral matches); and we

Figure 1. (continued)
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tried normalizing everything and ignoring albedo unless it
was wildly different (albedo is a strong constraint and
should be used). Finally, we decided to constrain the search
for analogs to those laboratory spectra with brightness
(reflectance at 0.55 mm) roughly comparable to the albedo
of the asteroid. For the asteroid albedo value, we generally
used the IRAS albedo published by Tedesco et al. [2002].
For the darker asteroids (below 10% albedo), this is a fairly
well‐known number. The uncertainty for brighter asteroid
albedos (above 10% albedo) is relatively larger. This is
because at equivalent geocentric and heliocentric distances,
a darker asteroid will have stronger thermal flux, allowing a
more precise and more accurate albedo determination. To
account for this, we filtered out laboratory spectra if
brightness differed by more than ±3% in absolute albedo for
the darker asteroids (albedos less than 10%), and we filtered
out laboratory spectra if brightness differed by more than
±5% in absolute albedo for the brighter asteroids (albedos
greater than 10%). For example, if an asteroid’s albedo was
10%, we searched over all laboratory spectra with 0.55 mm
reflectance between 5% and 15%. Once the brightness filter
was applied, all materials were normalized before compar-
ison by least squares.
[31] Our search techniques effectively emphasized the

spectral characteristics of brightness and shape and de‐
emphasized minor absorption bands and other parametric

characteristics. As such, we suggest that our methods are
complimentary to the band parameter studies performed by
others.
[32] Results of the search are presented as a matrix in

Table 3, and some of the fits are graphed in Figures 4 and 5.
The matches we present were the “best” fits we could find
from the RELAB database; however, in the absence of
ground truth, we cannot make claims about their accuracy.
In general, we found reasonable spectral analogs for most
asteroids in our sample. The Pallas group objects had higher
c2 fit values and tended to be best fit with CK, CV, or CO
materials. Asteroid 2 Pallas was best fit with CK meteorites,
probably because these meteorites have brighter albedos and
more negative slopes from 0.7 to 2.5 mm than other car-
bonaceous chondrites. However, there are some problems
with the Pallas‐CK match. We note that the CK meteorites
have an absorption band at ∼1 mm that is basically absent in
Pallas and that a 3 mm band indicating hydrated minerals
(phyllosilicates) has been detected on Pallas [Rivkin et al.,
2002], in conflict with the phyllosilicate‐free CK meteor-
ites. In the summary table of meteorite parent bodies in the
work of Burbine et al. [2002], we find that CK meteorites
are linked to C asteroids described by Gaffey and McCord
[1978]; however, more recent work by Mothé‐Diniz et al.
[2008] shows evidence for a link with K‐type asteroids of
the Eos family. In our first RELAB search, asteroid 2 Pallas

Figure 2. Themis group. For plotting details, see caption of Figure 1.
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was actually exceptionally well fit by a basalt slab specimen,
but we decided that such an analog was unlikely, partly
based on the polarization data that strongly indicate partic-
ulate surfaces for most large main belt asteroids like Pallas
[e.g., Belskaya et al., 2009; Fornasier et al., 2006], and
based on the thermal inertia data that also indicate particu-
late surfaces [Delbó et al., 2007]. Asteroid 1508 Kemi was
best fit with a diogenite specimen (diogenites are differen-
tiated achondrite meteorites containing mostly orthopyrox-
ene, which is thought to come from asteroid 4 Vesta
[Consolmagno and Drake, 1977]), a coarse grain‐size
sample of Kaidun, and an experimentally produced sample
of heated olivine. According to the Meteoritical Society
(http://tin.er.usgs.gov/meteor/metbull.php), Kaidun is a CR
chondrite. Apparently, however, there is some controversy
over this classification. Some workers claim that Kaidun has
a wide range of primitive CM‐like materials and may be a
breccia [e.g., Zolensky et al., 1996]. Thus, Kemi seems to be
spectrally consistent with a fairly wide range of miner-
alogies. Asteroid 3200 Phaethon was best fit with CK
meteorites or an experimental mixture of chlorite and
carbon lampblack. The CK interpretation conflicts with the
suggestions of Licandro et al. [2007] for 3200 Phaethon,
namely, Unusual CM chondrites, experimentally heated CI
chondrites, or mixtures of montmorillonite or antigorite with
carbon lampblack. Our chlorite and lampblack fit is more

consistent with Licandro et al. [2007], and chlorite is a
phyllosilicate commonly found in meteorites. Our spectrum
of asteroid 6411 Tamaga was very noisy and therefore
allowed many different kinds of fits.
[33] The Themis group objects tend to be best fit with

CM,CI, CR, CM/CIUnusualmeteorites, and/or heatedCM/CI
samples. Of the top 30 matches presented, 19 are of heated or
Unusual (thermally metamorphosed) material. This seems to
support the conclusion by Hiroi et al. [1993, 1996] that
thermally metamorphosed materials are good analogs for
some of the low‐albedo (C‐, G‐, B‐, and F Tholen‐type)
asteroids. We note that 50% of our Themis group are con-
sistent with thermally metamorphosed material. It is inter-
esting, then, that the fraction of CI, CM, and CR chondrites in
the collection that are thermally metamorphosed is about
64 weight% [Yanai and Kojima, 1995]. A heated olivine
sample matched asteroids 24 Themis, 316 Goberta, and
704 Interamnia. Indeed, the heated olivine sample seems to
be the best sample for faithfully mimicking band features
as well as the long wavelength redness of our asteroids.
Notice the problem that all meteorite matches have in mim-
icking the long‐wavelength redness of asteroid 431 Nephele.
According to RELAB, the heating of the olivine sample is
not specifically defined in terms of temperature or atmo-
spheric conditions. This presents a problem for comparison
to asteroids; however, given the unexpected detection of

Figure 2. (continued)
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water ice frost on asteroid 24 Themis [Rivkin and Emery,
2008; Campins et al., 2009], we decided not to rule out the
possibility that heated olivine is an analog material for these
asteroids. We believe that more investigation is required
before we can be certain of this identification. Note that
Themis group member 222 Lucia was not fit with laboratory
spectra because we did not have the critical visible wave-
length portion of the spectrum.
[34] Among the Other asteroids, we note that asteroid 554

Peraga (Bus‐DeMeo Ch type), which has a distinct 0.7 mm
phyllosilicate absorption feature, was best fit with the CI
chondrite Y‐86029, measured at a grain size <125 mm
(Table 3). Although the near‐infrared spectral data for this
object are noisy, this result is consistent with many previous
investigations that have identified phyllosilicate‐rich meteor-
ites as analogs for asteroids showing this 0.7 mm feature [e.g.,
Fornasier et al., 1999; Vilas and Gaffey, 1989; Vilas et al.,
1993, 1994].
[35] In summary, we find that if we allow for uncertainties

attributed to (1) grain sizes of asteroid surfaces and (2) dis-
parate measurements of albedo and reflectance, we can find
satisfactory spectral matches for most of the asteroids in our
sample without invoking unsampled meteorite lithologies.
We emphasize that the ensemble matches (those found
between groups of asteroids and groups of meteorites) are
probably a stronger argument for relatedness than any indi-

vidual match. This is consistent with the recent trend in
asteroid‐meteorite studies of allowing for “mixtures” of
meteorite and/or mineral spectra tomodel an asteroid spectrum
[e.g., Mothé‐Diniz et al., 2008].

4.2. Dynamics

[36] Given the three groups we have found in the B‐type
sample so far, it is reasonable to ask the question: Could the
members of each group be dynamically related to one
another? Because of the rate of asteroid discoveries, every
year or so the asteroid ephemerides catalog is reanalyzed for
family relationships. Orbital elements of asteroids in our
sample are compared to other asteroids and with known
families. The process is automated to allow for rapid up-
dates, and new families are frequently discovered. The
catalog we used has 181,210 numbered asteroids in total.
Results for the Themis family were published previously
[Nesvorny et al., 2008; J. Ziffer et al., manuscript in prep-
aration, 2010], and results for Pallas are discussed here.
[37] In the Pallas group, 2100 Ra Shalom and 3200

Phaethon are both highly evolved near‐Earth asteroids, so it
is not clear where they have come from. The 426 Hippo
asteroid seems to have a normal main belt orbit, except for a
relatively high inclination.
[38] Pallas has a family with 69 members. Table 4 pre-

sents a list of synthetic proper elements for the dynamical

Figure 2. (continued)
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core of the family. With a looser cutoff, the list would
probably be larger. Of the first eight asteroids on the family
list, seven have been observed in the Bus and Binzel [2002b]
survey, and all seven objects were classified as Bus B types
(somebody needs to look at 4969 and at everything beyond
5330). This would indicate some degree of compositional
homogeneity in the family. It would be instructive to take a
look at the Sloan Digital Sky Survey colors for Pallas family
objects to see whether this trend persists when more family
members are included.
[39] The disruption age of Pallas is difficult to determine

mainly because of unknown (and possibly large) ejection
speeds that become confused with Yarkovsky spreading.
We have used a generous cutoff to include as many mem-
bers as possible. Most members in Table 4 have been dis-
covered since 2002. From a dynamical standpoint, the Pallas
family is one of ∼5–10 high‐orbital‐inclination families (i >
17°). The family is very well defined dynamically mainly
because there are very few background asteroids with high‐
orbital inclinations. This has been interpreted to indicate that
there were only a few asteroids with high i originally and
that most of them have been collisionally disrupted over the
past 4 Gy. In contrast, in the low main belt (i < 17°), the
background asteroid population seems to represent a large
fraction of the total population (∼50%). It is interesting to

speculate on what this is telling us about main belt formation
and evolution.
[40] Figure 6 shows the orbital distribution of asteroids

with the Pallas family in red. Note that in the (a,e) plot, only
orbits with i > 20° are plotted (to get rid of the many objects
with i < 20°). Figure 7 shows the cumulative size‐frequency
distribution (SFD) of the Pallas family (black) and a sample
smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) run (dashed line). We
assumed albedo A = 0.15 and a diameter of 2 Pallas D =
550 km. The SFD indicated is fairly characteristic for cra-
tering impact on a large parent body: starting at H = 11, the
distribution steeply rises with smaller objects. The total
volume of fragments corresponds to an object ∼33.4 km in
diameter. SPH simulations of cratering impacts look the
same [Durda et al., 2007]. There are some puzzling aspects
of the size‐frequency distribution of the Pallas family. For
example, there is a large gap between Pallas and the second
largest asteroid in the family. This could indicate a cratering
event; however, the size distribution below the size of the
second fragment (D < 20 km) is rather shallow compared to
SPH simulations. In Figure 7, the solid line denotes the
family SFD, and the dashed line is a best SPH fit to the first
and second fragments. One can see that the SPH distribution
is significantly steeper for D < 20 km. Possible explanations
include the following. (1) SPH simulations were done onD =
100 km targets from solid basalt. Pallas is much larger, so

Figure 3. Other group. For plotting details, see caption of Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Meteorite spectral analogs for asteroids (a) 2 Pallas, (b) 213 Lilaea, (c) 1508 Kemi, and (d) 3200
Phaethon. Note the silicate band at ∼1.1 mm that is present in CK5 meteorites but absent in 2 Pallas. These
meteorites represent the best (lowest c2) spectral and albedo matches found in the RELAB database. Note
the extended Y‐scale on the Phaethon plot. Phaethon is extremely blue.
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Figure 4. (continued)
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Figure 5. Meteorite spectral analogs for asteroids (a) 24 Themis, (b) 62 Erato, (c) 383 Janina, and
(d) 431 Nephele.
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Figure 5. (continued)
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perhaps rescaling from 100 km does not work and/or it has an
interior composition that differs from that assumed. (2) Small
Pallas family members have been depleted by dynamical
radiation effects over time. (3) Small Pallas family members
have collisionally evolved over time and are thus now closer
to Dohnanyi slope than they were originally.

Of note is an interesting similarity in the osculating orbits
of 1508 and 6411:

a (AU) e (°) i (°)
1508 Kemi 2.769 0.417 28.7
6411 Tamaga 2.762 0.418 28.6
For reference, Pallas has
a (AU) e (°) i (°)
2.77 0.23 34.8

[41] While dynamics have greatly changed the eccentricity
and inclination of their orbits over time, numerical integra-
tions show some evidence that 1508 and 6411 are peripheral
parts of the Pallas family. We conclude that asteroids 2, 1508,
and 6411 are dynamically related.
[42] Examining orbits, we also briefly checked to see

whether any of the four asteroids in the Other group (229,
261, 505, 554) could be dynamically related to each other,
to Pallas, or to Themis. The orbital elements of these objects
are dissimilar and do not show any signs of potential
dynamical relationship.

5. Discussion

[43] Our working hypothesis was that Hiroi et al. [1996]
explained the composition of B‐type asteroids. After
several years of continued observation with higher‐resolution
instrumentation, has the Hiroi model held up to scrutiny? Our
results suggest that yes, the Hiroi model still stands as a
viable explanation of the observations, but only for the
Themis group B types (for a refutation of the Hiroi model,
see Vilas and Sykes [1996]). We find that 19 of 30 best fits in
the Themis group were with heated CI or CM material, with
Unusual CI or CM material (i.e., thermally metamorphosed
CI or CM), or with heated olivine. We have found at least
one such sample among the best three fits for all of the
Themis group asteroids. This could mean that perhaps half of
the Themis group is hydrated and half is not, or it could mean
that the spectral data from 0.4 to 2.5 mm are ambiguous on
the distinction between aqueous alteration versus thermal
metamorphism. We find that the hypothesis of Hiroi et al.
[1996] does not hold up for the Pallas group objects.
[44] If Themis group B types are composed of phyllosi-

licate‐bearing carbonaceous chondrites, do they show
hydration absorption features? Could this band be used as a
“test” to resolve whether Themis group objects are
hydrated? The 3 mm band has been detected on 24 Themis,
419 Aurelia, and 431 Nephele and has been marginally
nondetected (ruled out) on 335 Goberta and 704 Interamnia
(A. S. Rivkin et al., manuscript in preparation, 2010). Vilas
[1994] found that ∼33% of the 18 ECAS B‐type asteroids
tested positive for the detection of the 0.7 mm phyllosilicate
feature. In Figure 8, we show a zoom plot of the 0.7 mm
wavelength region, for a meteorite that shows the band, for
an asteroid that shows the band, and for Themis. It is pretty
clear that this spectrum of Themis does not show the band;
however, Fornasier et al. [1999] showed a positive detection
at the level of 4%, so the object may have some rotational

Table 4. Dynamical Core of the Pallas Family

Asteroid Number a (AU)a e Sin(i) Hmag MPC

2 2.77092 0.28 0.55 3.93
531 2.78617 0.25 0.55 12.10
2382 2.75957 0.27 0.54 11.12
3579 2.73366 0.28 0.55 13.83
4969 2.75747 0.27 0.54 12.54
5222 2.77542 0.28 0.54 11.11
5234 2.76092 0.27 0.55 11.98
5330 2.76429 0.26 0.53 11.94
8009 2.77219 0.28 0.56 13.10
11064 2.75032 0.25 0.55 12.72
12377 2.76516 0.27 0.55 12.73
14916 2.73670 0.28 0.54 13.27
15834 2.77838 0.26 0.55 13.96
23830 2.78323 0.28 0.55 12.96
24793 2.71955 0.28 0.54 13.58
25853 2.77729 0.26 0.53 13.24
32773 2.77890 0.28 0.55 13.19
33166 2.78986 0.28 0.54 13.11
33750 2.79090 0.28 0.55 12.38
36273 2.76979 0.28 0.55 12.58
39646 2.75903 0.28 0.55 13.50
40101 2.73034 0.29 0.55 14.78
44232 2.76141 0.26 0.54 12.98
46037 2.75972 0.27 0.54 13.40
46536 2.78079 0.26 0.55 13.80
52229 2.75895 0.26 0.56 13.22
57050 2.76936 0.25 0.54 13.42
58296 2.72969 0.30 0.55 13.84
66714 2.72948 0.27 0.54 13.80
66803 2.77467 0.26 0.55 12.57
66846 2.75697 0.27 0.54 13.65
67370 2.71540 0.29 0.54 13.61
67779 2.72340 0.28 0.55 12.45
68299 2.73743 0.30 0.55 13.44
69371 2.73831 0.27 0.55 13.51
69931 2.75637 0.28 0.54 13.46
79086 2.77434 0.27 0.55 14.12
82899 2.73968 0.26 0.54 13.70
85483 2.72055 0.28 0.55 14.28
87006 2.78341 0.28 0.55 13.41
87306 2.75691 0.28 0.55 12.53
89662 2.72176 0.30 0.55 13.12
90212 2.73576 0.29 0.54 13.83
90368 2.74364 0.27 0.54 13.32
91399 2.77431 0.26 0.53 14.18
100590 2.77365 0.27 0.54 14.25
101283 2.77193 0.26 0.53 13.86
103779 2.75306 0.26 0.56 14.18
105061 2.72641 0.27 0.53 14.17
109640 2.77250 0.27 0.53 13.49
110323 2.72992 0.28 0.54 13.71
112876 2.71005 0.27 0.54 14.52
113770 2.75595 0.27 0.53 13.81
118223 2.77534 0.26 0.54 14.40
119368 2.71640 0.28 0.54 14.66
122277 2.76485 0.26 0.55 14.18
123349 2.76055 0.28 0.54 14.50
136038 2.75801 0.26 0.54 14.83
138406 2.70963 0.28 0.55 14.30
140951 2.73851 0.28 0.54 13.74
145861 2.77351 0.27 0.54 14.31
148027 2.79336 0.25 0.54 14.63
153652 2.77079 0.27 0.55 13.35
157914 2.79825 0.24 0.53 14.0
164196 2.71771 0.27 0.54 14.64
174441 2.71362 0.27 0.54 14.41
176413 2.77250 0.26 0.54 14.31

aAU, arbitrary units; MPC, Minor Planet Center.
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variations, but more observations are required. We suspect
that 316 Goberta and 762 Pulcova may show evidence of the
0.7 mm feature. Apparently, 67% of asteroids observed at
both 0.7 and 3 mm showed consistent bands indicating
hydration [Howell et al., 2001]. That means that 33% of
objects observed do not. According to Rivkin et al. [2002],
the 0.7 mm band should not be present when the 3 mm
hydration band is absent. We quote Rivkin et al. [2002]: “a
mild heating episode (occurring after the aqueous alter-
ation), with temperatures reaching 400–600 °C, can explain
the observations. Another possibility is that all the Fe2+

has been converted to Fe3+, which would account for the
0.7 mm band being absent on an object where the 3‐micron
band is seen.” So, the fact that the 0.7 and 3 mm observa-
tions do not always agree is clearly indicating that some-
thing is missing in our understanding. We conclude that the
evidence is yet too slim to draw conclusions about the
hydration state of Themis group objects and also suggest
that both hypotheses (aqueous alteration and thermal meta-
morphism) are currently consistent with our results. Cer-
tainly, future work should address this issue in the context of
B‐type asteroids.
[45] Rivkin et al. [2006] analyzed spectra of Ceres from

2.2 to 4.1 mm and found evidence for carbonates and iron‐
rich clays, such as are found in CI meteorites. However, this
compositional interpretation has not yet been resolved with
the spectral evidence from 0.3 to 2.2 mm. To our knowledge,
carbonates have not been detected on B types.
[46] What is the role of grain size in meteorite‐asteroid

spectral matches? Polarimetry data indicate that asteroid
regoliths are dominated by grains on the order of 30–300 mm
in size, on average [Dollfus et al., 1989]. The optical
properties measured in the visible and near‐infrared wave-
lengths will be dominated by the finest grain sizes, which
tend to cling to and coat larger grains. In this work, we did
not constrain grain size except to insist that a suggested
match be of a particulate specimen. Most samples relevant
to asteroid spectra have been obtained at grain sizes less than
300 mm; however, there is still room for a large amount of
variety in reflectance properties of carbonaceous materials
between 30 and 300 mm. Johnson and Fanale [1973]

showed the sense and magnitude of spectral variations that
occur with grain size variations of the same sample for many
different carbonaceous chondrite meteorites. In Figure 9, we
show grain size separates of the CV3 meteorite Grosnaja.
Immediately apparent is the large shift in brightness of the
finer grain size (<75 mm) relative to the coarser grain sizes
(75–500 mm). An albedo shift like this, from 6% to 12%,
exceeds the threshold we placed on our brightness con-
straints in the analog search we conducted. This means that
if an appropriate material did not exist at the right grain size
for a match to our asteroid within the ±3–5% limits we set,
then the material would be overlooked as a possible analog.
We note also that the visible “blueing” trend observed
(Figure 9, right) for coarser grains is consistent with the
findings of Johnson and Fanale [1973]. Johnson and
Fanale [1973] made their measurements using an integrat-
ing sphere, so illumination angle effects cannot be the cause
of the blueing. Figure 9 illustrates one of the features of a
spectrum library: the <45 mm grain size fraction is darker
and bluer than the <75 mm grain size. This is contrary to
what we would expect, that finer grain sizes are brighter and
redder [Adams and Filice, 1967]. We suspect that particle

Figure 6. Orbital parameters of the Pallas family.

Figure 7. Size‐frequency distribution of the Pallas family.
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compaction and/or sample cup filling methods differed
between the two spectra, showing how important micro-
physical properties can be to reflectance spectra. Because
these small differences are not “resolved” to those who
search a library database, we must take individual “matches”
with a grain of salt and, rather, look for trends in groups of
spectra, as we have attempted in the present work.
[47] What causes the negative slope that makes a B type a

B type? We can begin to address this question using the
evidence we have assembled here. Because the CV3 Gros-
naja gets blue with coarser grain size [Johnson and Fanale,
1973; Gaffey, 1976; Shepard et al., 2008], our first suspi-
cion was that the negative slope is caused by a particle size
effect such that B types are somehow covered with coarser
grains. Table 3 shows that the spectral evidence does not
support this hypothesis. There is a slight tendency for
coarser grain samples among the Pallas group matches (30%
of matches contained particles coarser than 125 mm for the
Pallas group, and 20% of matches contained particles
coarser than 125 mm for the Themis group), but the differ-
ences are not strong enough to fully explain the phenome-
non. Our next hypothesis was that hydrated species were to
blame. However, we find most of the hydrated meteorite
sample matches occurred for Themis group objects that have
positive long‐wavelength slopes, and very few hydrated
samples showed up in the blue Pallas group. We conclude
that, if anything, the opposite holds: the negative slope is due
to nonhydrated carbonaceous chondrite meteorite materials,

measured at grain sizes appropriate for comparison to asteroid
regoliths.
[48] What is the role of space weathering in all of this?

Although we assume no role for the purposes of this project,
we note that space‐weathering effects may yet be shown to
affect dark asteroids. Using statistical arguments, Lazzarin et
al. [2006] showed that space weathering probably occurs on
all asteroid types. Although this is true, many types lack the
high‐albedo and strong spectral band contrasts that make
weathering effects easily detectable [Clark et al., 2002]. It is
known that opaque materials mask the optical effects of
space‐weathering products [Pieters et al., 2000]. Space‐
weathering simulation experiments with low‐albedo enstatite
chondrites, for example, suggest that alteration of these
meteorites produces very little spectral variation [Vernazza
et al., 2009]. Some workers suggest that carbon‐rich surfaces
alter to become spectrally red [Lazzarin et al., 2006], and
others have found evidence that spectral redness decreases
[Nesvorny et al., 2005; Hiroi et al., 2004]. Irradiation experi-
ments with hydrocarbon materials performed by Moroz et al.
[2004] resulted in progressive reduction of steep positive
spectral slopes and a moderate increase in reflectance in the
visible range. These workers attribute the optical changes to
progressive carbonization of the target materials. Rivkin et al.
[2002] make note of an important fact about weathering:
“while nanophase Fe has a lower albedo than olivine and
pyroxene, and small amounts can radically change a spectrum,
it (nanophase iron) has a higher albedo than the opaque

Figure 8. The 0.7 mm band, attributed to oxidized iron in phyllosilicate minerals, shows up strongly in
this sample of the CM1 meteorite MET01070. The spectrum of 554 Peraga, a Bus‐DeMeo Ch‐type aster-
oid, is shown for comparison. In Peraga, we see how the 0.7 mm band manifests in many asteroid spectra.
Asteroid 24 Themis does not show a band, consistent with thermal metamorphism of carbonaceous chon-
dritic material and its match with CM Unusual meteorites.
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Figure 9. The grain size effect is illustrated by these particle size separates of the meteorite Grosnaja, a
CV3 chondrite. (left) Spectra are shown in relative reflectance. Note the large variation in brightness at
0.55 mm that can occur with particle comminution, as described by Johnson and Fanale [1973]. (right)
Spectra are shown normalized to 1.0 at 0.55 mm.
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minerals present.” We know that for brighter minerals,
nanophase Fe darkens and flattens a spectrum. It follows that
for darker minerals, nanophase Fe may brighten and flatten a
spectrum. Indeed, we note that 3200 Phaethon and 2 Pallas
could represent this weathering sequence. It is possible that
the two objects are compositionally similar and that Phaethon
represents a freshly exposed surface while Pallas represents a
highly space‐weathered surface. Since there is no consensus
at this point, we must await possible future discoveries from
space‐weathering simulations, experiments, and laboratory
study following a sample return spacecraft mission.
[49] Belskaya et al. [2005] found that (Tholen) F‐type

asteroids are distinct from other low‐albedo objects, having
much lower polarization inversion angles (∼14–16° as
opposed to 19.5–21.5° for P, C, G, and B classes). In par-
ticular, 419 Aurelia, with an inversion angle of 14° and a
Pmin = 1%, is the first asteroid for which a saturation effect
of the negative polarization was found. This effect is the
constancy of both the minimum of polarization and inver-
sion angle when the surface albedo of asteroids decreases
(albedo of ∼0.06) and was previously found in laboratory
simulation studies for very dark samples prepared as various
mixtures of carbon soot and silicates [Zellner et al., 1977;
Shkuratov et al., 1992]. Belskaya et al. [2005] interpreted
the small values of the parameters Pmin and inversion angle
for F‐type asteroids as a diagnostic of optical homogeneity
of the regolith microstructure on scales of the order of the
wavelength. In the study by Belskaya et al. [2005], this
interpretation was considered “consistent with the fact that
these asteroids have flat spectra, as any spectral feature
(bands or UV absorption) is largely produced by relatively
bright regolith components that should also strengthen the
negative polarization. One of the feasible mechanisms that
could contribute to surface optical homogeneity is carbon
deposits on upper layer particles of the asteroid regolith. The
deposits might result from pyrolysis of carbon‐bearing
(organic) matter” that has suffered space weathering [see
Belskaya et al., 2005, and references therein].
[50] The Tholen taxonomy uses albedo as a major factor

in asteroid class designation. In contrast, the Bus and Binzel
(visible wavelength) taxonomic system, and the subsequent
Bus‐DeMeo (vis‐near‐infrared) system, do not use albedo.
These later systems also use different wavelength ranges
and therefore do not replace Tholen. Rather, they can be
used in parallel with the Tholen system. The question is, Do
the original Tholen B/F designations predict the behavior of
near‐infrared spectra? According to our results, there is no
evidence that the Tholen B/F designation is correlated with
the eventual Bus‐DeMeo designation. Among our Pallas
group, we have two B, four F, and one C Tholen class.
Among our Themis group, we have five B, four F, and one
C Tholen class. Contrast that with the Bus‐DeMeo classifi-
cations of all B types for the Pallas group and mostly C types
for the Themis group. Because the Tholen taxonomy distin-
guished between B and F types on the basis of the UV feature,
it is not surprising that these later studies (that do not resolve
the UV feature) do not depend on the UV feature.

6. Conclusion

[51] We combine new observations of 13 objects with
published observations of 9 objects to assemble a total of 22

B‐type spectra. Our targets are composed of anything that
anyone has ever called a B type. We have found that the
assembled spectra fall into three groups based on spectral
shape (Pallas, Themis, and Other). We have compared these
spectra with 15,000 laboratory spectra of meteorites and
minerals. This study allowed various grain‐size ranges and
separates and constrained relative brightnesses of the aster-
oids and the meteorites to be similar. We find that, allowing
for uncertainties caused by (1) grain sizes of asteroid sur-
faces and (2) disparate measurements of albedo and reflec-
tance, we can find satisfactory spectral matches for most of
the asteroids in our sample. Our results for Themis group
objects are consistent with previous work. We confirm the
suggestions of others [Gaffey and McCord, 1978; Vilas et
al., 1994; Hiroi et al., 1996] that C‐type asteroids are
consistent with CM, CI, and CM/CI Unusual (thermally
metamorphosed) carbonaceous chondrites. Our results for
Pallas group objects are not consistent with previous work.
We find that most Pallas group objects can be matched with
CK, CO, or CV meteorites. We suggest that the negative
slope (from ∼0.5 to ∼1.1 mm and beyond) of B types can be
attributed to CK‐, CO‐, and CV‐type mineralogies. Inter-
estingly, we find that the differences in spectral properties
between 3200 Phaethon and 2 Pallas can be explained by
space weathering of a common starting composition if space
weathering of low‐albedo materials results in brightening
and flattening of the spectra from ∼0.5 to 2.5 mm.

7. Future Work

[52] This work has revealed a few interesting lines of
investigation for future work. (1) If the groupings, meteorite
matches, and hydration states that we have found are real,
then 3 mm spectra that can detect the presence and relative
abundance of phyllosilicates should be consistent. (2) More
Pallas family observations would help to understand the
composition and origin of the Pallas group we have
described. (3) A comprehensive parametric description of
the RELAB database of meteorite spectra that accounts for
grain size, meteorite class, and petrologic grades would be
helpful in forming meteorite‐asteroid links. (4) It would be
interesting to examine the Sloan Digital Sky Survey colors
for Pallas and Themis families. (5) An understanding of the
statistical significance of a match between an asteroid and a
meteorite spectrum should be developed to help us determine
the probability that a piece of a given asteroid exists in our
Earthly collection. (6) It would be helpful to have more labo-
ratory simulations of spaceweathering of low‐albedomaterials
accompanied by retrieval of surface samples of an asteroid.
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